Greek Food Cultures, EURO-W406/W605

Since everyone must eat, what we eat becomes a most powerful symbol of who we are. To set yourself apart from others by what you will and will not eat is a social barrier almost as powerful as the incest taboo, which tells us with whom we may or may not have sex.

--Robin Fox

Tell me what you eat, and I will tell you who you are.

--Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin

Food is a window into culture. It is simultaneously a mechanism for cultural self-definition and for negotiating cultural contact and cultural change. Our food choices reflect both who we are and what we are becoming. They overlap with and influence multiple arenas of cultural production: religion, health care and medicine, language, family, commerce, and entertainment, among others. They are a central factor in the production of group identity.

In this course, students are invited to explore Greek culture through its food. We will begin, historically, by exploring the dietary choices of inhabitants of the region that is today Greece during Classical antiquity and the Roman/Byzantine Empire. We will then examine how the discovery of the Americas and the Turkish conquest of Byzantium influenced the Mediterranean diet. Finally, we will investigate how more recent events—the population exchanges of 1923 between Greece and Turkey that followed Greece’s Asia Minor campaign, the Nazi occupation of Greece during World War II, and globalization and neoliberalism—have altered Greece’s food culture.

With this historical foundation in place, we will begin to explore the dynamics of food in contemporary Greek society. Greece’s food practices have been shaped by the country’s encounters with modernity and globalization. The Greek diet has been dramatically altered by imported foods and beverages, yet it has simultaneously remained resistant to many global food trends. Greece is, for instance, a graveyard for American fast food chains. Wendy’s has come and gone. McDonald’s is down to 19 stores in all of Greece, with the vast majority of them in touristy areas and many of them reputedly on life support. (Central Athens has only one store.) Even Starbucks is on the run, facing intense local competition from traditional coffee shops and a new Greek franchise, Mikel. We will explore the dynamics of Greece’s encounters with modernity and globalization by examining phenomena such as the consumption of Scotch whiskey, the country’s childhood obesity crisis, the relation of food to nostalgia, the emergence of Greek foodie culture and an interest in regional cuisines, and the influence of European Union Membership on Greek food culture.

Expectations

The student will be required to complete weekly readings and attend regular twice-weekly class meetings. The student will be responsible for keeping a food journal in which they will be expected to regularly write in preparation for and response to class. There will also be a 4-6 page analytical paper as well as a midterm and a final exam.
This course will be conducted seminar style. Accordingly, lectures and classroom discussions will form the core of this course. **Attendance is mandatory as is participation in classroom activities. You are allowed two absences. Missing three or more classes may affect your final grade negatively. Six or more absences may result in failure.**

I expect active, engaged participation in classroom activities. This means coming to class prepared. I reserve the right to administer pop quizzes if I feel readings are not being completed. Students will occasionally be asked to help facilitate classroom activities by providing discussion questions, preparing in-class presentations, journaling in preparation for discussion, and assuming leadership roles in classroom discussions. These activities will all constitute part of your participation grade.

**Grade Breakdown**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attendance and participation</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Journal</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midterm Exam</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Writing Assignment #1</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Writing Assignment #2</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Required Books**

- Warren Belasco, *Food: Key Concepts*
- David Sutton, *Remembrance of Repasts: An Anthropology of Food and Memory*
- Mark Mazower, *Inside Hitler’s Greece: The Experience of Occupation, 1941-44*
- Christopher Bakken, *Honey, Olives, Octopus: Adventures in the Greek Table*
- Tryfon Bampilis, *Greek Whiskey: The Localization of a Global Commodity*

**Other Bibliography**


Douglas, Mary. “Deciphering a Meal.”


Gallant, Thomas W. A Fisherman’s Tale (Ghent: Belgian Archaeological Mission in Greece, 1985).


Tentative Syllabus

Prior to Leaving for Greece

Session #1: Risks and Rewards of Studying Abroad. In this session, students will be invited to explore their motivations for studying abroad. We will discuss the potential benefits of studying abroad and the potential pitfalls.

Session #2: An Introduction to Greece. After beginning with a brief history of the country, we will address the following questions. What are some of the fundamental elements of Greek culture? How is Greek culture similar from and different to American culture? What are some of the things that they may find strange about life in Greece?

Session #3: An Introduction to Food Studies and the Practicalities of Travelling to Greece. The first half of this session will be devoted to the Introduction to Warren Belasco’s Food Culture: An Introduction. The second part of the session will deal with practicalities: What should they pack? How should they prepare themselves to travel? What should they do to help mitigate jet lag? What are the does and don’ts of being in Greece? What are the personal conduct policies that they will need to follow during the duration of the class and what will be the consequences if they don’t follow them? What procedures will we follow on class trips?

Reading: Prior to Leaving for Greece and on the Plane
Belasco: C2 “Identity: We Are What We Eat” and Readings: Belasco, C3 “The Drama of Food: Divided Identities”
Christopher Bakken, Honey, Olives, Octopus

Week 1
Day 1: Monday, May 16
First and second hours: Approaches to Food Culture
Afternoon: Adjustment and Exploration of the Local Area

Day 2
Food in Antiquity
Part 1: The Continuity Theory and Its Dangers (lecture)
Part 2: What and how did the ancients eat?
   Reading: McGowan, “Ordering Food in Graeco-Roman Antiquity”
Afternoon: Field trip to the Acropolis and the Acropolis Museum

Day 3
Food in Antiquity
The Politics of Food and the Dynamics of Eating Out in the Ancient World
Readings: Broekaert and Zuiderhoek “Food and Politics in Classical Antiquity” and Ellis, “Eating and Drinking Out” in Erdkamp, A Cultural History of Food in Antiquity
Evening: Class Dinner at Archaeon Gevis (Flavors of the Ancients)

Day 4

Christian Transformations of Diet:
Defining a Christian Culture through Food
The Continuous Presence of the Olive
Reading: Mort Rosenblum, “Olives” and “Wild Olives” from *Olives*.

Day 5 (Depart for Field Trip to the Peloponnese and Mani)
Site seeing and shopping and Lunch in Nafpleio
Museum of the Olive and Olive Oil in Sparta
Afternoon visit to Antalea Olive Oil, olive producer in Kalamata
Dinner and Hotel in Messinia

Day 6 (Depart for Mani)
Honey producer in Mani
Olive Oil Producer in Mani
Dinner in Areopoli -- Local food

Day 7 (Return to Athens)
Dirou Caves and lecture on Neolithic diet,
Swim and seafood in Limeni
Return to Athens

Week 2

Day 1
The Emergence of Modern Greek Cuisine: Pre-Columbian and Post-Columbian
First half: The Columbian Exchange
Reading: Nunn and Qian, “The Columbian Exchange”
(http://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/jep.24.2.163.)
Second half: “The Greek Diet, Yesterday and Today”

Day 2
Byzantine Cuisine and Ottoman Cuisines and Their Influence
Readings: Andrew Dalby, “Foods and Markets of Istanbul” from *Flavors of Istanbul*; Tapper and Zubaida, Selections from *A Taste of Thyme*

Day 3
Exam Day and the Greek Nation and Greek Cuisine
First half: Midterm Exam
Second half: The Nation State, Greek Agriculture, and Immigration
Afternoon: Visit to Lazaridis Wine Museum and the Bread Museum
Class Dinner: Restaurant Specializing in the Cuisine of Asia Minor Greeks
Paper #1 Assigned

Day 4
The Treaty of Laussanne/Population Exchanges
Old Greeks and the Baptized in Yoghurt
Evening, Screening Tassos Boulmetis, *A Touch of Spice*

Day 5
From Greeks of Asia Minor to Occupation and Famine
First hour: Discussion, *A Touch of Spice*.
Second Hour: World War II and the Tragedy of Nazi Occupation
Readings: Mark Mazower, *Inside Hitler’s Greece* (15-72)
Afternoon: Visit to the Farmer’s Market of Agia Paraskevi
Evening: Film, Dinos Katsouridis, *What Did You Do During the War, Thanassis?*

Day 6
Free Day

Day 7
Free Day

Week 3
Day 1
Famine and Feast
First hour: Discuss Dinos Katsouridis, *What Did You Do During the War, Thanassis?*
Second hour: The Syndrome of the Occupation
Paper #1 Due
Paper #2 Assigned
Afternoon: Excursion to a food cooperative in Halkidiki, Euboia

Day 2
Consumerism and Food
First hour: Discuss Dinos Katsouridis, *What Did You Do During the War, Thanassis?*
Second hour: The Syndrome of the Occupation
Readings: Selections from Bampilis, *Greek Whiskey* and Belasco, Chapter 4: Convenience: The Global Food Chain.

Day 3
Food and Memory
Food as Memory, Food as Practice
Readings: Selections from Sutton, *Remembrance of Repasts*
Afternoon: Excursion to Sounio

Day 4
The Mediterranean Diet

Day 5
Food, Crisis, and Economics in the EU: from feta as a Protected Designation of Origin to a new famine

Day 6
Paper #2 Due
Final Exam
Final Class Meal
Day 7 Sunday, June 5
Depart DEREE